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About This Game
Space Wars is an exciting high action 2D space shooter developed in the Unity 3D engine. It is exciting in the classical sense
with power-ups, high-scores, scrolling backgrounds, and tons of enemy ships. Features include homing missiles, bubble shields,
laser beams, and many more. It is an exciting game that is challenging but also fair. It is your job to restore peace and prosperity
to galaxy X and defeat the Tyrannical Empire. Only the true heroes will prevail from this bullet hell!!!!! Instructions to play: F
key to fire weapons and arrow keys to move ship. Enjoy!!!!!
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Title: Space Wars
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Star Studios
Publisher:
Star Studios
Release Date: 23 Jul, 2018
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Funny game, like it! :-). An OK game. Controls seem a bit clunky. I'd be willing to bet that a controller would be perfect for this
title.
If it can get it low-cost, do it. Lots of casual fun. Not a perfect title to be sure. Lots of annoying design issues like not being able
to re-choose upgrades and an odd save system. (on levels 11,21,31) But for the $2 or whatever it was worth it.. GUI is a bit too
small.
Some texts are smeared and hard to read.
Annoying pings at turn end.
Music is annoying and not inline with the theme.
Annoying gunshots in the "main menu".
Animations are jerky.
Overall flow of the game feels like a stuttering video. annoying.
Turn based tactics with no tactics and short timed turns. I played only one stupid mission. It was some sort of twisted turn based
pseudo tactical deathmach. I made a hat for my hero. It gives 1% of something. I also added a skill that gave me 1% accuracy.
Also upgraded my gun in a simmilar +1% bonnus style.
Line of sight issues.
Square cover system that does nothing.
If that is day one in development maybe the game will be fun at some point. But i think it is not.
Graphics are at acceptable level for what it is.
I also seen items availabe for G currency wich i might be wrong but is to be real money, so there might be a pay to win element.
This is not a game.
"Worst turn-based tactics of all time" candidate.. Very beautiful soundtrack. I liked the game but there is no cosmetic
costimization and that much progressions.
I think it will be fixed by time. So far I enjoyed both hunter and scavenger.
You can trust these developers. They first reworked the game and they are also huys behind dead by daylight.
Pick up on sale
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super meat boy!!!!!. Its a good game but some Hunters are tunneling good runners but its good.
10/10. The game is fun and enjoyable. For the price you will get you moneys worth.
It offers a decent amount of challenge to complete some of those levels.
The game offers a few modes to play with puzzle mode being the most challenging one.
The graphics behind the game is cute and quite a pleasant sight.
The sounds and music is a great add on, making this entirety of this game quite better.. Absolutely great game for anyone who
likes RPG-games. It really needs an autosave-feature tough because I had to play one hour to get my progress back when I
forgot to save..
I liked:
-The story
-Lot of stuff to scavenge
-Deep dialog-system
-NPC's have their own unique personalities
-Graphics
-Supports modding
I did not like:
-The combat system was too simple and I've seen it in dozens of other games.
-Fewness of side quests. (Although the side quests were more interesting than in other games)
-No autosave. This is Black mirror 2 part 2 little was changed about the formula it would have felt seamless if this was a second
half of 2. That wasn't a complaint and this is a fitting end to the story and 2 and 3 are lengthy enough to feel worth the asking
price. Just don't start here if you haven't played through 1 and 2 there it will be hard to enjoy this game as it's main point is to tie
up a bunch of loose ends and assumes you know what's going on.. Working with modern horror influences as diverse as Session
9, The Descent and The Sacrament, Stairs is a shockingly good horror title that strikes a fair balance between hallucinogenic
heebery-jeebery and gonad-shrivelling impact fear. In your role as an investigative journalist trying to piece together the plot of
a kidnapping gone fatally awry, you'll visit four main locations; an abandoned factory provides your introduction, then it's onto
an underground facility, a dusty mine and a countryside holiday camp.
It's a 3 -4 hour game at best but unlike a lot of horror titles I've played recently, Stairs keeps its scares fresh and jump-scare free
by giving each morbid wonderland you turn up at its own distinct flavour, adversaries and backstory. The camera is an overused
idea in this sort of game as of late but Stairs finds some excellent ways to anchor it to the terror, at times having you use it as a
nightvision camera, at others forcing its flash as a way to edge through pitch black hallways.
Honestly one of the best horror games I've played this year. And I play so many that I probably shouldn't be allowed out any
more. You can check out the fun I had with it below.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MGrPmCPUr7E
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AfRwetHfcb8
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y_nqC3x54ZM
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